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The Guiyang headquarters of YMM, hosting many shell 
companies. Photo by J Capital.
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• YMM has hallmarks of notorious Chinese round-tripping schemes. We believe transactions might be 
overstated by 6-10X.
• Former salespeople have told us they set up shell companies to churn bank loans back and forth. These 

boomerang transactions would create the appearance of rising transaction volumes. The cash ultimately 
appears to get routed back.

• The reported revenue and transaction volumes don’t line up with tax payments, commission revenue, or basic 
logic. 

• We struggle to reconcile “Gross Transaction Value” with YMM’s revenue.

• YMM’s acquisitions look highly suspicious. $185 million has been written off or impaired to date, with some 
investments impaired just months after they were made. We believe these write-offs potentially fill out and 
complete the round tripping.

• We expect a phase-out of VAT rebates for trucking this year. Interviewees say they believe the refunds will 
be phased out. That would reduce gross profit by about 75% and create a heavy drag on cash flow. We think the 
margin degradation that would result from a phase-out has not been reflected in analyst estimates.

• We think some of the short-term assets could also be inflated as a result of round-tripped cash. Short-term 
assets include ¥3.8 billion held by subsidiaries and VIEs in China.

• Insider sales ahead of U.S. HFCAA accounting reviews by the PCAOB are a key red flag. The PCAOB says it has 
gotten access to inspect Chinese firms for the first time ever.
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SUMMARY OF THE POTENTIAL ROUND-TRIPPING SCHEME

https://pcaobus.org/news-events/news-releases/news-release-detail/pcaob-secures-complete-access-to-inspect-investigate-chinese-firms-for-first-time-in-history


Our report has five sections that we believe are powerful on their own. Together, we feel they are 
overwhelming, and the company looks significantly over-valued. 

1. Interviews allege round tripping

2. Accounting and other disclosures effectively corroborate that the numbers are too high, which 
might be suggestive of round tripping.

3. Questionable acquisitions: on the balance sheet side, acquisitions have been made and written 
off shortly afterwards. 

4. Fundamental business deterioration: We think the VAT rebate will end. There are also a lot of 
insider sales and weakening cash flows

5. Other major risks include the undercapitalized loan business, regulatory problems, and weak 
internal controls
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INTERVIEWS AND FORENSIC ACCOUNT ANALYSIS BOTH MAKE US SUSPICIOUS OF THIS COMPANY



SECTION 1: FORMER EXECUTIVES SUGGESTED THEY ROUND TRIPPED CASH

• We conducted 36 interviews with 
formers and industry insiders. 
Former employees told us in detail 
how they set up shell companies to 
create “transactions.”

• Other methods of round tripping 
that executives described included 
using large companies to book 
transactions that had already been 
agreed upon.
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Model trucks on display at YMM’s headquarters. Photo by J Capital

The above was corroborated by 
a former YMM sales executive, 
who said ”You can say this: there 
aren’t a lot of real orders.” 



• “One ID card is used to register several accounts. Salespeople use other people's ID cards 
with their own mobile phone numbers to register.” 

• “I just find someone to create orders for me, it's that simple.”

• “I was at YMM for one year, from March 2021 to March this year. . . I feel the reported order 
volume is impossible.”

• “If a customer places an order on the platform, we place a ‘midpoint order.’ For example, 
there’s a real shipment from Zhengzhou to Kaifeng, so we place another order to the halfway 
point. We find a driver we know to ‘accept’ the [fake, midpoint] order [so that the number of 
orders is doubled in the system].”
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* The quotes here and elsewhere have been translated from the Chinese and in 
some cases abridged. We have tried to remain faithful to the interviewees’ 
meaning but may not always have succeeded.

INTERVIEWS WITH FORMER YMM SALESPEOPLE INDICATED INTENTIONAL EXAGGERATION. 
A FEW QUOTES:
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• YMM invested in Plus Corp., which claimed over 7,000 pre-orders for its technology. Our 
interviews found that most of those orders were from YMM subsidiaries, and Plus Corp. 
withdrew its IPO prospectus shortly after J Capital published a report on Faraday (FFIE) showing 
that substantial pre-orders were faked. Hindenburg disclosed the same issue with Lordstown in 
its report.

• PlusAI announced that FAW is using its autonomous driving system in the J7 model. But a FAW 
dealer in Zhengzhou told us: "No, the J7 model is still traditional one."

• Over $100 million in loans to Guangzhou Zhihong were written off months after being made. 
One former Zhihong executive said:

“[A major client] failed and [Zhihong’s] boss, Liu Zhiyuan, fell ill and was hospitalized for about half a 
year, so in 2019, the company was in a pretty bad situation. In 2019, many people left the 
company, along with most of the people who started the business. Therefore, the company had a 
very poor capital situation. At this time, YMM came in.”

INDUSTRY EXPERTS SUGGESTED PROBLEMS WITH ACQUISITIONS

A FORMER YMM EXECUTIVE THOUGHT REFUNDS WOULD END. HE SAID:

“At the moment, YMM has no new ideas. The VAT invoicing business is declining, and the government is 
definitely going to retract it. When that happens, whichever day there’s no more tax revenue, this 
company can’t operate. After all, this is a government subsidy, and that can’t be available forever.”

https://www.fawjiefang.com.cn/eportal/ui?pageId=3362622


• Salespeople reported transaction quotas that are unrealistically high. 

• They can’t just make it up: auditors look for a money trail. When real money from bank loans passes 
through accounts, it generates receipts for auditors.

• To create this audit trail, they say, some salespeople borrow money, move it temporarily into a 
trucker’s account, then return the money to the bank. 

• Salespeople get bonuses based on higher numbers of transactions.
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PHANTOM TRANSACTIONS ARE POTENTIALLY CREATED BY ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

• We’re told that some companies push existing business over the YMM platform. Interviewees 
say the companies agree to book shipments on YMM with the understanding that YMM will 
assign the shipment to the company’s own truck fleet.

• Some former executives have big logistics companies. Former staff said these people at times 
have pushed transactions through YMM accounts without creating any value for YMM.

WHY DO FORMER STAFF SAY THEY WORKED SO HARD TO ADD FAKE TRANSACTIONS TO REAL ONES?



• Full Truck Alliance is a platform that connects businesses in China that need to ship small cargo lots 
with truckers who have extra space. It listed on the NYSE in June 2021 with the ticker YMM. 

• YMM aspires to be the Uber of China’s trucking industry. Its model is similar to that of XPO 
Logistics, Inc., except it doesn’t have its own fleet. It collects fees from independent shippers and truck 
drivers who join the platform. 

• YMM’s principal value to truckers is getting the best tax rate offered across China’s territories. 
We believe this business is deteriorating.

• Formers tell us many YMM matches are done manually. The software appears rudimentary.

• YMM handles odd lots, but this type of loose freight is not a big portion of trucking - no more 
than 10% of China’s trucking industry, according to our interviews. Most shippers have their own trucks 
or contract with big logistics companies. 

• YMM collects a small listing fee from shippers looking for truckers, and it has recently started to 
collect a commission (we’re told it’s 1-3.6%) on some transactions. Other miscellaneous services 
include loans for gas and tolls, selling insurance, trading in oil, and developing logistics parks. 
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YMM CAPTURES A SMALL PORTION OF CHINA’S TRUCKING. COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
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WHAT INTERVIEWEES DESCRIBED TO US: POTENTIAL ROUND TRIP METHOD 1
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WHAT INTERVIEWEES DESCRIBED TO US: POTENTIAL ROUND TRIP METHOD 2
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By claiming 
that fees will 
be paid by 
WeChat, the 
salesperson 
creates an 
audit trail but 
does not 
actually incur 
costs.

WHAT INTERVIEWEES DESCRIBED TO US: POTENTIAL ROUND TRIP METHOD 3
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The driver accepts the order

“Shipper” chooses to make payment offline

“Shipper” selects “pay the shipping fee” and 
“pay offline” to complete the order

THE YMM APP OFFERS “OFFLINE PAYMENT.” THAT COULD FACILITATE NOT PAYING AT ALL.



• Each of the strategies people described to us would lead to inflating visible results in the 
business, whether through higher GTV or higher fees. Which method is more prevalent is not 
really important.

• All these strategies all would create an audit trail – important for a public company.
• Knowing the manner in which round tripping is done is as important as finding it. We 

believe these diagrams could help the PCAOB and Deloitte with a more thorough audit if they 
choose to re-examine YMM. Deloitte U.S. and the SEC already expressed disapproval of Deloitte’s 
Chinese affiliate firm (which audits YMM) for allowing clients to choose which records to provide 
to auditors.
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ALL ROADS APPEAR TO SUGGEST MISREPRESENTATION

FT September 29, 2022: https://www.ft.com/content/f95c6709-0105-4d35-95c4-cfff915dc44b

https://www.ft.com/content/f95c6709-0105-4d35-95c4-cfff915dc44b


YMM is supposed to pay 9% 
tax on trucking fees then get 
rebates. The accounts show 

payments that are way lower. 
But we know from invoices 
that YMM pays 9%, so YMM 
either underpaid by ¥21 bln

in 2021 or overstated GTV by 
10x.
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SECTION 2: ACCOUNTING AND OTHER DISCLOSURES: INVOICES SHOW THAT THEY REALLY DO PAY A 9% VAT



GTV appears 
overstated 
by as much 
as 10x

• Rising GTV is key to investor enthusiasm about this company. But we have ample 
evidence to suggest that GTV is overstated. 

• The difference between reported VAT payments and the VAT YMM should be paying, if the 
GTV is accurate, is almost 10x.

• In 2021, YMM reported a hefty GTV of ¥262.3 bln. Using the official national VAT rate of 
9% on YMM business activity, ¥262.3 bln in fulfilled GTV must include VAT of ¥23.6 bln. 
Yet collected VAT was only ¥2.58 bln in 2021. There is little room for doubt about 
payment obligations: the company makes it clear that reported GTV is for fulfilled orders 
on its own platform.

• Even if YMM collects and pays a discounted VAT at a rate of around 5.6%, collected VAT 
should be around ¥14.7 bln, nearly six times what the company reported in 2021.

• If GTV includes transactions without verifiable monetary flows, then it’s a meaningless 
measure.
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THE ACCOUNTS SHOW EVIDENCE OF EXAGGERATION



• YMM revenue in Q3 2022 was some ¥1.81 bln, up 46% year on year.

• This compares to a collapse in China road freight of some 33%-39% over the same period.

Caixin December 6, 2022:
“In the week through Dec. 4, China’s road freight volume index dropped 8.6% week-on-week to 76.5, after 
falling 12.5% the previous week, according to data from industry information provider G7. The index 
measures truck traffic volume and the quantity of goods processed in major logistics centers. Year-on-
year, the week’s slump was a much sharper 39.7%.”

The Economist November 28, 2022:
“Lockdowns are now in place in cities accounting for about a quarter of China’s GDP, surpassing a 
previous peak of about a fifth in mid-April, when Shanghai was shuttered, according to an index compiled 
by Nomura, a Japanese investment bank. China’s youth unemployment rate hit a record high in July at 
19.9%. A measure of road-freight throughput in the week to November 25th was 33% below its level the 
year before.”
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We question how, during harsh lockdowns that restricted highways and slowed inter-city traffic, YMM 
managed to grow its revenue by 46%.

RESULTS HAVE NO DETECTABLE CORRELATION TO THE ECONOMY



There’s a significant mismatch between inter-company payables and receivables

• The value of short- and long-term inter-company receivables in 2021 was ¥8.7 bln. Yet corresponding 
inter-company payables do not come close to matching and offsetting these receivables. Widening the 
net to include “Investment in and amount due from subsidiaries and consolidated affiliates” does not 
resolve the problem.

• Balancing items in the books appear to be missing, or there is a misclassification of itemized assets 
and liabilities. 
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BOOKS DON’T ALWAYS BALANCE
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YMM INTERCOMPANY AND CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET: A BIG GAP BETWEEN PAYABLES AND RECEIVABLES



• Trip.com shows vastly more technology spend than YMM and yet somehow processes just 1/5th

of the GMV that YMM claims. While the companies operate in different business segments, we regard 
GMV and GTV as measures of activity on their IT platforms.

• YMM spends very little on servers/technology infrastructure. Disclosures are vague, but technology 
infrastructure is included in R&D.
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Trip.com 2021 YMM 2021

Revenue (bln) ¥20.0 Revenue (bln) ¥ 4.5 

GMV (bln) ¥500 GTV (bln) ¥ 232 

R&D Spend % GMV 1.8% R&D Spend as a % of GTV 0.3%

Product development staff 16,601 R&D staff 1,688 

Transaction volume 
(GMV) per staff member 
(“product development” 
staff) ¥ 30,118,668 

Transaction volume (GTV) per 
staff member (“R&D staff”) ¥ 155,390,995 

TRIP.COM PROCESSES ONE-FIFTH THE TRANSACTIONS PER STAFF MEMBER.



• Significant write-downs from what appear to be bogus transactions help support our view of round 
tripping.

• By its own account YMM has overpaid for most of its investments. This may indicate a competitive 
environment for M&A, but it also can suggest balance sheet inflation that accommodates an inflated 
income statement.

• When companies inflate their revenue and profit, they typically accumulate mysterious assets. 

• This accumulation is integral to YMM’s growth story, because the company wants investors to believe it 
will eventually generate lots of cash.

• Actually, the accumulating assets for many “China Hustle” companies of the past have been fake, and 
those companies found ways to move them off the balance sheet, often through “goodwill.”

• Companies committing fraud frequently inflate the stated value of acquisitions to get rid of such 
phantom assets. Sinoforest, Longtop, Focus Media, and many other exposed Chinese frauds did this.
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SECTION 3: QUESTIONABLE ACQUISITION ACCOUNTING AND WRITE-DOWNS COULD POTENTIALLY 
COMPLETE ROUND TRIPPING ON THE INCOME STATEMENT
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REPORTED IMPAIRMENTS, LOSSES, ALLOWANCES, AND PROVISIONS 2019-2021 ARE HIGH



• YMM wrote a ¥57 mln investment in Truckpad to 
zero in a single quarter. 
• In June 2021 the company says it planned to invest 
¥57 mln in a Brazilian company that we learned was 
Truckpad. It put the money into a Caymans vehicle 
and wrote the investment down to zero. The 
statements in the filings are as follows:

June 2021 Prospectus: “Equity method investments primarily 
includes an investment in a holding company incorporated in 
Cayman Island, which is to invest in a logistic company in Brazil. 
The Group acquired 60.7% equity interest of the holding 
company with a cash consideration of RMB 57 million. The 
Group has significant influence but no control over the holding 
company as all the significant operating and financing 
decisions require approval of both shareholders of the holding 
company.”

2021 20F: "The Group also held an equity method investment 
in a holding company incorporated in Cayman Island, which 
invested in a logistic company in Brazil. In the fourth quarter of 
2021, the Group recorded a full impairment loss of RMB55,756 
based on estimated future cash flows considering the financial 
conditions of the investee"
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TRUCKPAD: INVESTMENT ¥57 MLN, WRITE-DOWN ¥57 MLN IN ONE QUARTER
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PlusAI: About ¥1 bln
• YMM invested about ¥1 bln in Plus Corp., which is developing auto-driving technology. Plus claimed 

over 7,000 pre-orders for its technology. Our interviews found that most of those orders were 
from YMM subsidiaries. This was confirmed in Plus’s SPAC merger proposal. The merger document 
disclosed that 6,800 of the 7,000 reservations came from YMM and were non-binding and 
“pre-ordered.” 

• The SPAC merger was canceled. This occurred after reports by J Capital and Hindenburg (on Faraday 
and Lordstown) on EV companies that appear to have inflated pre-orders.

PLUSAI: “Our investment in PlusAI Corp, or Plus, may have the effect of increasing the Group’s net losses in the 
future.” (2021 20F page 24)
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Guangzhou Huitouche: ¥22 mln

• YMM wrote down its investment then bought the rest of the company.

• After acquiring a 35% holding in June 2019 for ¥99 mln, YMM wrote off ¥22 mln of the investment in Q2 
2020 due to the lower projected cash flows caused by fierce competition. Then it acquired the 65% of the 
company it did not own a couple of months later for ¥32.5 mln. 

• The initial 35% of the company kept a book value of ¥77 mln, while the subsequent 65% purchase was 
valued at only ¥32.5 mln.

GUANGZHOU HUITOUCHE: INVESTMENT ¥131.5 MILLION, WRITE-DOWN ¥22 MILLION
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• YMM reported that it extended an ¥870 mln loan to Guangzhou Zhihong Logistics (according to SEC 
correspondence) in 2018, provided another ¥296 mln in H1 2019, and wrote off ¥710 mln in the 
second quarter of 2019. 

• Interviewees who formerly worked at Guangzhou Zhihong all say that the transaction was an 
acquisition, not a loan. 

• They also said that this acquisition did not close until Christmas 2019—AFTER the write-off. 
Zhihong formers said the Zhihong business had already collapsed when YMM made its acquisition. 
Its principal client collapsed, and Zhihong’s founder was in the hospital for half a year. YMM does 
not now appear to have a subsidiary incorporating Zhihong assets.

Half a year after YMM wrote off the ¥710 mln, Zhihong’s owner, Liu Zhiyuan, acquired a piece of land 
in Guangzhou for ¥700 mln, according to a person close to Liu.  The publicly reported land price is ¥87 
million. Payments that are made contractually between companies or individuals are not reported in 
public documents. Our interviewee may be mistaken, or the additional expenditure may have been 
private. The huge loan write off, however, is confirmed and reflects poorly on the company’s ability to 
assess loan risks.

GUANGZHOU ZHIHONG: INVESTMENT ¥1.166 BILLION, WRITE-DOWN ¥710 MILLION 
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Artist’s rendering of the Zhiyuan Logistics Park, owned by Liu Zhiyuan, whose company 
did not repay ¥710 of a YMM loan. 

THE ZHIHONG DEAL



• Guangzhou Lanqiao Software Technology Co., Ltd.:
¥61.4 mln

• In 2021, YMM overpaid by 71% for a software company 
called Lanqiao, booking ¥61.4 mln in goodwill on an ¥87 mln
acquisition price. 

• ¥71.6 mln of cash will be paid to four selling shareholders 
upon satisfaction of certain business performance conditions 
and subject to their continuing services over three years, to 
be recorded as compensation cost over the sellers’ service 
period.
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GUANGZHOU LANQIAO: INVESTMENT ¥87 MILLION, GOODWILL OF ¥61.4 MILLION
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Bang Li De (“TYT”): ¥198 mln
The company’s acquisition of Beijing Bang Li De was overpaid by 69% based on goodwill of ¥198 mln on a ¥287.5 mln
purchase. Yet the company states that the financial results of Bang Li De are not material.

Acquisition of Beijing Bang Li De Network Technology Co., Ltd. (TYT) in 2021 (,000 RMB)

TYT: INVESTMENT ¥287.5 MILLION, GOODWILL ¥198 MILLION
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Zhaoyou Limited: ¥54.9 mln
YMM recorded another write-down, to zero, for a company called Zhaoyou Ltd. in its 2021 20F.

Discussion of Zhaoyou appears nowhere else in the filings. That cost investors ¥54.9 mln.

(3) During the year ended December 31, 2021, the Group recorded a full impairment loss of RMB54,906 
based on estimated future cash flows considering the financial condition of Zhaoyou Limited, which was 
recorded as an equity investment without readily determinable fair value as the shareholding was not in substance 
common stock.

ZHAOYOU: INVESTMENT ¥54.9 MILLION, WRITE-DOWN ¥54.9 MILLION
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Big write-up: JYBD:  
YMM spent ¥350 mln to acquire a little over 24% of this company, which sells car parts and 
services online. YMM stepped up the valuation over three rounds, receiving just under 1% of the 
company in 2021 for ¥70 mln, representing a ¥7 bln valuation, while previously it held 23.7% for 
¥280, a ¥1.15 bln valuation in late 2019. 

“Non-material” businesses: ¥483.9 mln
Despite substantial amounts paid, most of it goodwill, the company states the financial results of 
Guangzhou Huitouche, Lanqiao, and Bang Li De were not material. Pro forma information is not 
presented for the acquisitions, as the impact to the consolidated financial statements is not 
material.

¥483.9 MILLION DISAPPEARED INTO “NON-MATERIAL” INVESTMENTS AFTER WRITE-DOWNS



• VAT refund phase-out starting 2023? The State Council issued a document in June 2022 asking localities to 
begin phasing out VAT refunds. Industry experts told us that they believe local tax breaks in trucking may 
start to be phased out in 2023. 

• Since truckers come to YMM principally for regional tax arbitrage, if the local rebates are phased out, YMM will 
probably lose customers.

• YMM’s VAT arbitrage means the company must spend a lot of cash up front to pay governments the required 9% 
while tolerating a long lag before VAT refunds arrive. Slow-walking refunds would mean a big drag on working 
capital. We estimate the company would need an extra ¥2 billion to accommodate an 18-month delay.
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SECTION 4: FUNDAMENTAL BUSINESS DETERIORATION THROUGH SLOWER VAT REFUNDS
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The State Council’s “Guiding 
Opinions” instruct local 

governments to phase out 
the VAT rebates they have 

been handing to businesses 
in order to persuade them to 

set up premises in the 
locality.

It’s happened before in 
Hainan, Tianjin, and Sichuan 

– the governments found 
reasons to delay or refuse 

refunds

LOCAL VAT REBATES COULD BE PHASED OUT THIS YEAR.
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Local VAT rebates could be phased out this year.

THE STATE COUNCIL WANTS THE TAX BREAKS TO END
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CHINESE POLICY ANALYSTS AGREE THAT LOCAL TAX BREAKS WILL BE ENDED



• Former YMM executive: “Within the industry, we all think the rebate policy will be ended in 2024.”

• Another YMM former: “The risk of billing is that you may not get tax refunds. I remember that in 
Sichuan before YMM was around, there were tens of millions of tax rebates that were not 
received.” 

• Former YMM executive: “The proportion of tax rebated will definitely be reduced each year. . . .The 
industry forecasts that in 2024, there will be no tax rebates.”

• Another YMM former: “After all, [the rebate] is a government subsidy, and that can’t be available 
forever.”

• Controller for a competitor: “YMM’s risk is policy risk, one, that the VAT rebates could be denied and 
two, a government investigation, for example, if customer registration is halted again for a year.”

• YMM executive: “Everyone thinks the state will create a unified tax payment platform. A unified refund 
policy may be part of the national tax program. ‘Platform’ companies are very nervous right now.”
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YMM FORMERS AND COMPETITORS ALSO EXPECT A VAT REBATE PHASE-OUT
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Source: Company filings, JCap

Rmb 000 2019 2020 2021

Reported Revenue 2,473,061 2,580,820 4,657,019 

Total group cost of revenue including VAT refund as an expense 
offset 1,389,864 1,316,017 2,539,998

Gross Profit 1,083,197 1,264,803 2,117,021

VAT refund offset in cost of revenue (860,746) (938,689) (1,559,814)

Underlying gross profit excluding VAT refund 222,451 326,114 557,207 

% Fall in gross profits if VAT refunds were excluded 79% 74% 74%

REDUCING VAT REFUNDS WOULD DESTROY GROSS PROFITS. 

*YMM includes the refunds as an offset to cost of sales.



Rmb 000 2019 2020 2021
VAT refund receivable in prepayments 169,377 241,814 558,099
VAT related refund (recorded as a reduction in cost) - Group 860,746 938,689 1,559,814
VAT Receivable % VAT Refund 19.7% 25.8% 35.8%
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Rising VAT refund receivables

Source: Company filings, JCap

BLOATED VAT RECEIVABLES ARE GROWING. THAT SUGGESTS PAYMENT DELAYS.
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2021 Operating Cash Flow ¥-221,400 

IF VAT refunds had been delayed by 6 months, it would have been ¥-433,227 

If by 12 months ¥-1,213,134 

If by 18 months* ¥-2,098,751 

THE CASH-FLOW DRAG FROM SLOWING VAT REFUNDS WOULD BE DEVASTATING.

* Adjusts reported 2021 Operating Cash Flow equivalent to reflect 18 months



Reported
VAT refund
receivable

12 mth
Reported
Operating
Cash F low

VAT refund
receivable
@6mths

Incremental
cash flow

effect

12 mth
Operating
cash flow

@6mths VAT
refund

receivable

VAT refund
receivable
@12mths

Incremental
cash flow

effect

12 mth
Operating
cash flow
@12mths

VAT refund
receivable

VAT refund
receivable
@18mths

Incremental
cash flow

effect

18 mth
Operating
cash flow
@18mths

VAT refund
receivable

Series1 558,099 (211,419) 779,907 (221,808) (433,227) 1,559,814 (1,001,715) (1,213,134) 2,339,721 (1,781,622) (2,098,751)

 (2,500,000)

 (2,000,000)

 (1,500,000)

 (1,000,000)

 (500,000)

 -

 500,000

 1,000,000

 1,500,000

 2,000,000

 2,500,000

 3,000,000

As Reported VAT receivables
at 4.3 months

Payment of VAT receivables 
delayed by 6 months

Payment of VAT receivables 
delayed by 12 months

Payment of VAT receivables 
delayed by 18 months

Increasing delays in the payment of VAT refunds with the potential for none at all leads to massive negative operating 
cash flows and a disasterous business model. When revenue increases with further VAT payments delays, these 

negative operating cash flows will simply balloon to an even larger size.

= VAT receivable

= Incremental operating cash flow affect Vs reported

= Resulting operating cash flow
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OCF EFFECTS OF DELAYING REFUNDS BY 6, 12, AND 18 MONTHS (,000 RMB)
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2021 CHANGES IN COST OF REVENUES AND GROUP NET LOSS IF VAT PAYMENTS WERE REDUCED BY 
25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% (,000 RMB)



• Unlike other companies that report revenue net of VAT, YMM includes VAT collected from customers in 
its revenue, massively inflating reported sales numbers.

• New share compensation in 2021 was ¥4.66 billion or 84% of gross revenue. 

• If this VAT collected on behalf of customers is deducted from revenue – as it should be – for the years 
2019, 2020, and 2021, share-based compensation was 64%, 324% and 192% of revenue.

• INCLUDING VAT reported in revenue, share compensation in 2021 (¥3.9 bln or $603 mln at the 
2021 exchange rate) was 84% of reported ¥4.7 bln in revenue. No wonder the company likes to puff up 
its revenue with VAT. 
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YMM SEEMS VERY SHORT-TERM ORIENTED: EXCLUDING VAT, 2021 SHARE COMP WAS ALMOST 2X REVENUE.

Rmb 000 2019 2020 2021
RMB RMB RMB

Reported Revenue 2,473,061 2,580,820 4,657,019
VAT included in Reported Revenue 1,359,320 1,434,015 2,620,355
Revenue Excluding VAT 1,113,741 1,146,805 2,036,664
Total Share Based Compensation Expense Including Excess Fair Value Paid* 707,526 3,720,420 3,916,391
Share Compensation % Net Revenue Including VAT in Reported Revenue 29% 144% 84%
Share Compensation % Net Revenue Excluding  VAT in Reported Revenue 64% 324% 192%

* Includes compensation expense from repurchase of ordinary shares and convertible redeemable preferred shares in excess of fair
value of ¥251,891, ¥234,113, and ¥78,478 for 2019, 2020 and 2021 respectively (In 000).



• Street consensus estimates YMM will have ¥1.6 bln in OCF and ¥1.8 bln in 2023 FCF (median Capital IQ 
estimate. Renaissance: ¥1.98 bln OCF and ¥1.97 bln FCF). 

• But in Q1-Q3 2022, YMM barely squeaked out a cumulative total of ¥15 mln in OCF. Raising that by a 
factor of 100 in the space of just over a year is a big stretch.

• If GTV is grossly inflated, how can transaction revenues be relied upon?
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ANALYST ESTIMATES ARE WAY TOO HIGH

2022 Q1-Q3 PERFORMANCE DOES NOT SQUARE WITH STREET EXPECTATIONS

• A big part of operating cash flow in 1-9 2022 could have come from a mysterious ¥217 mln “other 
income” from “ADR fee income.” We have no idea what that might be.

• Q1-Q3 in 2022, share-based compensation dropped sharply, but a significant improvement came from 
the peculiar “other income.”

• The company also delayed some expenses. Accrued expenses and other current liabilities increased by 
about ¥145 mln compared to the start of 2022. 

• Yet Street analysts say OCF will increase by 100x in 2023.



• The company’s history suggests eagerness to cash out. A group of five former executives, two founders 
of a partner company, plus “certain executive officers” took $595.99 mln from the company following 
the 2019-2021 sale of shares. 

• On top of the direct payments, the company issued a $200 mln, interest-free loan to its former 
chairman and CEO, Gang Wang (F-1 page 121). Wang surrendered 398 million shares in April 2022 
rather than pay the loan. The loan therefore allowed Wang to cash out without disrupting the share 
price. (6K August 26, 2022)

• We question why the insiders have been selling so heavily: could they fear delisting?

• Owners Sequoia and Softbank, given poor results in 2022, may need to sell more shares to deal with 
redemptions. Sequoia filed December 19 to sell 9.4 million shares.
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INSIDER SALES: GETTING OUT AHEAD OF HFCAA AUDITS? 
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E N G L I S H  N A M E R E L A T I O N S H I P P A Y M E N T  M A D E  ( M L N )

Individuals

Euclidean Investment LLC PlusAI founder vehicle $                           12.50 

Sigma Point Investment LLC PlusAI founder vehicle $                           12.50 

Dai WJ Holdings Limited, or DWJ, Controlled by Dai Wenjian, a director and former executive $                           181.9 

Liu XF Holdings Limited, or LXF Controlled by Liu Xianfu, a shareholder and former executive $                           39.1 

Capital Champion Holdings Limited (Capital) Controlled by Charmaine Xiao Yin Cheung, who is a shareholder $                        104.20 

Tang TG Holdings Limited (TTG)
Controlled by bTang Tianguang, a shareholder and former 
executive $                           54.1 

Luo P Holdings Limited (LP) Controlled by Luo Peng, a shareholder and former executive $                           35.30 

Geng XF Holding Limited (GXF) Controlled by Geng Xiaofang, a shareholder $                           20.00 

"Certain executive officers" Executives $                           14.10 

"Certain employees" and "the nominee of an employee incentive 
plan trust" Employees $                        122.29 

Subtotal $                         595.99

Wang Gang interest-free "loan" converting to shares Former chairman and CEO $                        200.00 

Grand total $                        795.99

PAYMENTS TO FRIENDS THROUGH LOANS AND SHARE REPURCHASES



• During Covid lockdowns, auditors have generally been conducting audits remotely.
• We doubt that Deloitte has carefully audited YMM subsidiaries. In fact, Deloitte was fined 

in 2022 for allowing its clients to complete their own auditing tasks.

• We have found numerous problems with the YMM accounts. Surely Deloitte’s own auditors, 
the PCAOB, will raise questions.

• The PCAOB, which just won the right to review Deloitte China’s audits, has strong incentive to 
find fault, and, if inspected, we think YMM could be in the crosshairs of the Holding Foreign 
Companies Accountable Act (HFCAA). 
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COULD YMM BE DELISTED?

https://www.ft.com/content/f95c6709-0105-4d35-95c4-cfff915dc44b
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Climate change is already wreaking havoc on China’s SouthwestSection 5: Other major risks

https://unsplash.com/@wolfalexs?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/drought?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


• YMM extends loans to drivers and shippers. The majority, according to 
interviews, are corporate loans in the ¥1 mln range made to logistics 
companies. The company says loans are usually between ¥50,000 and 
¥100,000.

• YMM reported an outstanding balance of ¥2.7 bln in loans extended 
from its lending companies at end Q3 2022. 

• While the company reports a 2021 non-performing loan ratio of 2%, 
former executives said YMM uses 8% as an internal benchmark for 
losses. It refinances loans to keep “delinquency” low. 

• Lending risks are clearly elevated, with guidance from China’s Supreme 
Court indicating that a portion of the company’s loan book is not 
supported in legal disputes when borrowing interest rates are unusually 
high.

YMM says: “Recent SPC guidance and judgment indicate that the portion 
of annualized interest rate, or APR, charged by financial institutions in 
excess of 24% per annum will not be supported in litigations. The APRs on 
our cash loans vary depending on borrowers’ credit profiles and may 
exceed 24% in some cases. The excess portion may not be enforceable 
should any dispute arise between us and the relevant borrowers”
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Financing sales center at YMM’s Guiyang headquarters.

Photo by J Capital

RISKY LENDING: AN 8% “INTERNAL BENCHMARK” FOR LOSSES



• YMM needs to come up with a big chunk of cash to continue its lending.

• To extend loans across provincial lines—which YMM does—companies are required to have ¥5 
bln in registered capital, according to Chinese regulation. YMM would need to put another ¥4.2 
bln ($620 mln) to work in its lending company. YMM’s revenue from small loans (“Credit 
Solutions”) was ¥520 mln for 2021, and it would take a lot more loans to justify putting a 
further ¥4.2 bln on ice. From the 2021 20F:

• The loan companies, including consolidated trusts, are VIEs, and it is unclear that China’s 
foreign-exchange authority, SAFE, will allow YMM to convert U.S. dollar capital to make the 
contribution to what are wholly Chinese companies. That would technically be against the rules. 
Without that, YMM does not have the capital to obtain the license.
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CHINESE REGULATIONS REQUIRE YMM TO ADD CAPITAL TO ITS LENDING COMPANIES



• YMM has ¥3.8 billion in Renminbi cash and short-term investments within China and ¥21.7 billion 
short-term investments total, mostly in ETFs and time deposits.

• The money could be at risk. In China, investment vehicles are defaulting regularly. Many “time deposits” 
are actually wealth-management products, which are among the riskiest of investments.

• Outside of China, we question whether the short-term investments sitting in the Caymans represent 
cash available to investors.
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ARE THE CASH AND CURRENT ASSETS REALLY THERE?



Cybersecurity review
• A Chinese cybersecurity review suspended new 

user registrations from July 5, 2021-June 29, 
2022. 

• Because of the cybersecurity review, YMM in 
April canceled plans to raise an additional $1 
billion in a Hong Kong listing.

• It canceled another Hong Kong listing plan in 
December 2022, perhaps due to Chinese 
government policy.

• Continuing regulatory uncertainties exist as 
demonstrated by the CCP taking “golden shares” 
in Alibaba and Tencent subsidiaries, and the 
announcement of setting up an SOE competitor 
to Didi. 

History of hacking
• The cybersecurity review is unsurprising considering 

YMM’s history of data abuse. Chinese news sources 
report that in 2016, 14 of the company’s staff, who 
were attached to an internal software-development 
team, were investigated and 7 arrested for stealing 
data from a competitor. (Sohu 8/14/2017 
https://www.sohu.com/a/164599460_585218#)

• The company reports one conviction in the case and 
says there were no further liabilities:

“prior to the merger of Yunmanman and Huochebang, a then employee 
of Huochebang was found guilty by a court for stealing user data 
from Huochebang ’s database. There were other instances of employee 
misconducts in the past, but there were no legal liabilities for our Company 
or the Group’s employees.” YMM 20F
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REGULATORY NEWS GETS WORSE, NOT BETTER

https://www.sohu.com/a/164599460_585218
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YMM ADMITS IT HAS WEAK INTERNAL CONTROLS
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REPURCHASING SHARES IN EXCESS OF FAIR VALUE  SHOWS POOR GOVERNANCE


